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Notice to Patentees. 
Inventors who are desirous of disposing of their patents would find it 

greatly to their advantage to have them illustrated in the ScrnNTIFIC AMER
ICAN. We are prepared to get up first-class WOOD ENGRAVINGS of inven
tions of merit, and publish them in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN on very 
reasonable terms. 

We shall be pleased to make estimates as to cost of engravings on receipt 
of photographs, sketches, or copies of patents. After publication, the 
cuts become the property of the person ordering them, and will be found 
of value for circulars and for publication in other papers. 

NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED CARBURETER. 

Oliver P. Drake, Boston, Mass.-The object of this invention is to pro
duce a more equal and reliable density of rich illuminating gas when man
ufactured by the admixture of common atmospheric air and the vapor of 
hydrocarbons. The invention consists in an improved construction of 
valve case and valve, and in the arrangement of the valve directly above 
the float in the partition separating the reservoir and carbureting chamber; 
also in a device located in the reservoir and resting on its bottom partition, 
for separating any excess of hydrocarbon vapor from the rur passing 
through the carbureter; also in arranging two or more carbureting cham
bers, one above the other, in the same case in such a manner that each 
chamber shall be automatically supplied by means of a float and feed 
valve. 

IMPROVED ICE CREAM FREEZER. 

Oliver Dexter, Jr" Troy, N. Y.-This invention consists in means which 
will forcibly inject currents of air into the freezing can during the process 
of agitating the contents thereaf by dasher blades. 

J titufifit �tuttitau. 
IMPROVED PROCESS FOR ORNAMENTING GLASS. 

Chas. J. Cartisser, New York city.-This invention consists mainly in dis· 
pensing with the frosting of the glass by mechanical means, as emery, sand, 
etc., and producing, first, a prepared surface or ground in clear or whitish 
color by etching the surface with hydrofluoric acid alone, or by a mixture 
of carbonate of ammonia and hydrofluoric acid, and laying then on this 
ground any desired ornamentation by means of a varnished transfer pat-
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consists in combining, with the drawbar and slotted shoe of the finger 
bar, an adjustable cam or slotted wedge and a hand lever, whereby the at
tendant can tilt the cutting apparatus, and give it any desired angle of in
clination. 

... , .. .. 

NEW MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

tern or sheet of lace, or other perforated or cnt material, and finally etch- IMPROVED SPIRAL CAR SPRING. 

ing t�is and larger on�ame?ts by one or more baths of carbonate of am- James Ludlum, Pompton, N. J.-This invention is a spiral spring made 
monla and hydrofluorIc aCId. I from a metallic bar, whose cross section in its exterior surface is convex, 

IMPROVED CLASP FOR HOLDING NECKTIES. and the two interior ones more or less concave, while the upper and lower 
Alvin H. Dodd, New York city.-This necktie or bow fastener consists �ges.o;. each spiral are roun�ed off. The spring thus formed is capable 

of a spring clasp formed from a single piece of wire bent into loop shape I 0 reS18 mg a great amount 0 pressure, while it is also capable of yielding 
to receive

' 
an attaching plate, having an eye for the �eception of the colla; 

laterally, and as the coils overlap each other they are mutually supported. 
button, and provided with Gutwardly branching ends, to facilitate the en- IMPROVED FEED REGULATOR FOR MILLSTONES. 
trance and removal of said button. 

IMPROVED SADIRON HEATER. 
James W. Moir and James H. Ellis, Halifax, Nova Scotia.-This inven

tion consists in the combination of a valve connected with the end of the 
WiliiamH. Haylock, Jonesville, New York city.-This inve'ltion relates grain conduit, a spring for holding the valve open, and a hopper that is 

to improvement in sad iron heaters, so that the same may be used at will suspended from the valve, through which the grain passes to the hopper 
for heating sadirons, a tailor's goose, or for boiling starch in a convenient i of the millstone. The grain, by weighing down the hopper, moves the 
manner; and the invention consists of a sad iron heater having a chimney i valve so as to control the amount of grain passing through it. 
of inverted conical shape, supporting on an angular seat a top for sadirons, ! IMPROVED SPINDLE FOR LOOM SHUTTLE. 
or a box top, or a fiat pan top, the escape of heat being arranged at the I 

seat and the top parts. IJames Hamilton, Salmon Falls, N. H.-This invention cOllsists in a spin-
dle which is made of two parts, and applied in the shuttle by means of in-

IMPROVED BRUSH. . dependent pivots, arranged in such manner that when these parts are raised 
John Waddell, Elora, Ontario, Canada.-In this invention the brush han- I to introduce the cop they will be contracted, and when they are adjusted 

die is connected by means of bevel dovetail tenons at the ends of the in position for weaving they will expand and firmly hold the cop. 
handle to the brush head, said. tenons running in one direction, so as to IMPROVED ROAD SCRAPER. 
enter simultaneously corresponding mortises of the bevel dovetail shape 
of the brush head, into which the tenons are secured by glue. Ahira Thompson, Harmony, IIl.-This invention consists in the combi

nation of bar, perforated plates, and draft bars, with scrapers and running 
IMPROVED TOBACCO PIPE. gearing of a wagon; and in the combination of loops or keepers, chains, 

Samuel H. Thurston Whitestone N. Y.-Tllis invention relates to im- levers, crossbar, and the standards, provided with hooks, with scrapers, 
provements in pipes fo� smoking tobacco; and it consists in making the, and with bars,

. 
attached to the running geari�g of a wagon . . It is. so con

entire pipe or portions thereof or a cigar holder or portions thereof of '

I
structed that It may be attached to an ordinary wagon, whIch wIll work 

pumicestone.
' , 

upon even or uneven ground, and can be adjusted to scrape wide or nar-
. row, light or heavy, light upon one side and heavy upon the ocher, and 

IMPROVED LABELS FOR PLUG TOBACCO AND CIGARS. [ light or heavy upon the inside, and heavy or light upon the outside. 
George W. Yerby, New York city.-In this invention a plug of tobacco 

has a portion of a leaf of tobacco, of lighter color than the plug, in which IMPROVED ROPE OR LINE CARRYING PROJECTILE. 

apertures, having the form of letters or characters, are cut, which, when I ThomasC. Backus, Brooklyn, N. Y.-The object of this invention is to 
the label is attached to the plug, permit the darker covering of the plug to : furnish, for the purpose of establishing connection with the u pper stories 
show, thus making the letters or characters prominent and easily dis- i of burning buildings, an improved line or rope projectile or conveying de
tinguished. Where the label is applied to a light-colored plug it is made 

I 
vice, that is shot, in the nature of the line-carrying balls or rockets 'in 

from a dark leaf. coast wrecking apparatus, from a gun or other implement, to carry a line 
.. ( • • .. to the endangered persons, and admit the hoisting of a hose, rope ladder. 

NEW HOUSEHOLD INVENTIONS ' or other fire-escape. The device may also be employed as a safety device 

IMPROVED VENTILATOR. 

• on board of vessels to convey the line ashore. 
IMPROVED WINDMILL. 

Thomas M. Foster, of Union City, Penn.-This invention consists of a William G. Alexander, Winnemucca, Nev.-This invention consists in 

number of apertures arranged in the wall and opened or closed by single a windwheel in which the fans are divided longitudinally into two equal 
and double covers, that fit snugly over the apertures, and are operated bY': parts or sections, hinged to each other at their adjacent edges, and hav
a pivoted lever and cords and pulleys. The apertures are provided with I ing one section rigidly attached to the arms of a wheel; in the combination 
thimbles and other weather caps. of spiral springs with the hinged parts or sections of the fans; and in the 

IMPROVED SASH BALANCE. 
I combination of rods, a small sliding wheel, a sliding rod, and a cord with 

the hinged sections of the fans, and with a wheel shaft and turn table. 
William Cashner, Pleasant Hill, Mo.-This invention consists of the 

sashes of a wmdow hung by cords to double spring Vulloys, turning in op- IMPROVED SAW GUIDE. 

posite directions, and being retained in any position by sliding spring William Collins, Perham, Minn.-This saw guide is extended to the end 
bolts and pins acting on re.esses ot the sashes. It dispenses with boxes, of its frame, and is provided with a screw at the long end of a lever, where-

IMPROVED SHOW CASE. weights, cords, and pulleys, and is easily adjusted for the weight of the by the sawyer need not let go his feed lever, and may adjust with more 
William Shockley, Allerton, Iowa.-This is a case or box for storing sash. : facility. 

screws, screw eyes, or other articles of hardware, 6f different sizes, forthe IMPROVED WINDOW BRACKET. 

, 
IMPROVED CAR MOVER. 

purpose of preventing any intermixing of different sizes of screws, which John F. Zimmerman, Crestline, O.-This invention is designed to furnish Daniel Pierce, Brownington, Vt.-This invention is a device for moving 
forms a source of annoyance in the present open boxes. The invention a shelf for attachment to window frames to receive flower pots, and is sup- freight and street cars on railroad tracks, and may be also nsed for hoist
consists of a case having a number of boxes for the different sizes of ported by means of arms or bars, which are so connected with it as to ad- ing and other purposes. It consists of two cogwheels, arranged in fixed 
screws, each box, except one, being covered. by a separate sliding lid, that, mit of adjustment according to the width of different window casings. position, but with teeth at opposite direction to each other, on the car axle 
is guided by side grooves along T rails of one set of partitions. The T 

IMPROVED BROOM 
! or shaft, the cogwheels having circumferentially grooved side disks for a 

rails extend over the greater part of the partitions, with the exception of . detachable yoke frame carrying lever sockets and pawl. The cogwheels 
ORe end tier of boxes, along which the lids slide laterally, so as to remove James Roney, Scotland, Mo., and Thomas Roney, Hyde Park, Ill.-This ! are intended to be attached to the axles of each car, forming a stationary 
the lid from any one of the boxes by sliding first the lateral lids, and then invention consists in the combination of a seamless stock, ribbed upon its fixture of the same. 
those at right angles to the open box. inner surface, and provided with a screw collar and movable clamps ribbed 

IMPROVED SCROLL SAWING MACHINE. 

IMPROVED POCKETBOOK. 

Daniel M. Read, New York, N. Y.-In the construction of this pocket
book the coins are put one at a time upon disks until as many as desired 
have been put in, or until spring nuts with which it is provided have been 
fully compressed. The coins are slipped out one at a time, as they are re
quired for use. To the lower part of the case is attached a cover of leather 
or other material, whici is provided with pockets in the manner of an or
dinary pocketbook. The cover folds together around the case, and its 
overlapped ends are secured by a fastener. 

IMPROVED BUNG EXTRACTOR. 

Wilham J. Wademan, Bay City, Mich.-This invention consists in an 
extracting rod having a flat arrow-head formed on one end for penetrating 
and giving a hold on a bung. in combination with a tubular hammer stock 
for driving the arrow-head of the extractor through a bung. When the 
head has passed through the bung, it is turned one quarter round, taking 
a fum hold and allowing the bung to be extracteo.. 

IMPROVED STABLE SCUTTLE AND 'l'RAP. 

William M. Watkins, Worcester, Mass.-The scuttle lid rests on sides 
and ends, so that the whole forms a box. Hinged to the side is the bottom 
or trapdoor, having the catch that receives a pivoted and right-angled 
latch. To the latch is pivoted the lower end of a rod, which passes through 
keepers attached to the side and is used to trip the latch, which is held 
forward to engage with a catch when the trapdoor is raised into place. A 
spring is attached to the side and bears against the latch, which is covered 
by a dust case. The trapdoor is raised by a cord passing over the pulleys 
pivoted to the forward corners of the free edge of the trapdoor, a lever cam 
being employed to hold the free end of cord detachably. 

upon their outer surfaces, and a handle made with a conical forward end, 
having a screw thread formed upon it. When the handle is screwed down Franz Eisendick, New York city.-This invention consists of a lateral 
it enters between plates and presses them apart, clamping the l!lling be- saw frame that is guided on top and bottom rails, and made adjustable to 
tween their rib bed outer surfaces and the rib bed inner surface of the stock, different lengths of stroke by a radially slotted and adjustably weighted 
holding the filling securely. ! crank disk. The upper saw clamp is raised or lowered by a screw rod and 
IMPROVED DEVICE FOR COATING CAKES WITH COCOANUT, 

set nut for the length of the saw, and the tension adjusted by a sliding 

ETC. 
wedge key. A pan below the saw serves as receiver for the sawdust. 

Daniel M. Holmes, New York city.-The object of this invention is to 
furnish an im proved device f or coating cakes made of soft dough, such as 
jumbles, etc., with grated cocoanut, sugar, currents, and other substances. 
which will enable an the cakes to be coated evenly. and will prevent any 
of the cakes from being flattened. The invention consists in the water
ti'l'ht box provided with a flexible waterproof sheet, a water pipe, and air 
passages, to adapt it to be used for coating soft cakes with cocoanut, sugar, 
etc. 
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NEW WOODWORKING AND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE 
BUILDING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED AXLE BOX. 

IMPROVED MACHINE FOR MAKING PICKER TEETH. 

Robert Aldrich, Millville, Mass.-This invention produces shoddy picker 
teeth from metal rods by a process of cwaging; and the nature of the in
vention consists in rotating swaging dies adapted to give the desired shape 
to the picker teeth in combination with a punch which is applied to a hor
izontal r eciprocating stock. 

IMPROVED RAILROAD GATE. 

Elias W. Moyer, Bernville, Pa.-This invention is to furnish railroad 
gates which shall be so constructed that they will be opened by the wheels 
of the approaching train, and will close automatically as soon as the train 
has passed. The gate is formed by attaching parallel bars to a shaft, 
which rocks in bearings in bars attached to the ties. The wheel of the ad
vancing car strikes either end of a spring, and the effect is to push the 

I�ac �ewton Camp, Deerfield, .Mich.�The axle i� inclosed at the hub-
I 

spring and bar before it, bringing the levers and gate into an inclined po
sectIOn Wl:h a r,:volvmg �ox provlded.wlth outer spIral . grooves or chan- sition, so that as the wheels ad vance upon the spring and bar they force 
nels, and, If deSIred, an mner returrnng groove for 011. The groove or I them downward, bringing the levers and gate into a horizontal position. 
grooves are provided at suitable distances with perforations through which, AD the wheels pass off the spring and bar, other springs draw the levers 
the oil passes to the axle to lubricate the bearing of box and axle. I into a vertical position, raising the gates. 

IMPROVED COMBINED CUT-OFF AND FILTER. 

John Hoover, Crawfordsville, Ind.-This invention relates to a cut-off 
and filter combined, which may be used so as to conduct first the dirty 

IMPROVED SPINDLE. 

IMPROVED TOY BOOTBLACK. water from the roof out through the waste pipe, and passing then the 

Gilbertp. Whitman, Rockport,Mass.-Thisspindleis intended to steady 
the bobbin without driving the same, so that high speed without vibration 
is obtained. The invention consists of a fixed standard supporting a small 
spindle loosely at the top, revolved by a combined cup, whir, and sleeve, 
and lubricated by an oil cup at the base of the post, provided witha dished 
cap or drip cup. A bulging collaris fastened to the post above the whir to 
prevent raising of oil, facilitating seating of bobbin, and prevent whir from 
rising. 

Adolph Gartner, New York city, assignor to himself and Louis Gompper, wat�r through the l!lteri�g chamber,. in wh!ch the fi�tering material can be 
of same place.-This invention is a toy in which figures perform certain! ro:adily �eplaced, �s reqUl�ed. The I��ention conSIsts of a cut-o:ff Com
movements by the action of a clock train. The figures are worked by the bmed WIth a l!ltenng deVIce, the partItIOn between the cut-oil'havmgvent 
train, so that the arm of one is operated by a horizontally reciprocating hol3s to pass any surplns water. 
slide piece, and the head of the other by a vertically reciprocating slide • , • , .. 

piece, fonning contact with the pivoted and spring-acted portion of the 
figure. 

IMPROVED SELF-RAISING LARD. 

Thomas H. Rosser, Selma, Ala.-This invention relates to an imp,oved 
compound used for culinary purposes; and it consists in a composition 
formed by mixing lard, tartaric acid, bicarOonate of 1IOda, alum, and 
starch. 

IMPROVED VENTILATING BUNG. 

Simon H. Lesser, New York city.-This invention consists of a hinged 
and spring-acted bung that is fitted tightly into a seat of the cask and 
locked by a spring catch or bolt, the bung being provided with a ventilat
ing device for admitting or shutting off the air. It is intended to furnish 
a bung for the water casks of sea-going vessels, for beer kegs, and other 
purposes, by which a hennetical sealing of the bunghole is obtained, and 
air admitted for giving vent at any momeutwithout opening the bunghole. 

NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED CORN PLANTER. 

Charles McGee, Elwood, Ran.-This iml"rovement is in that claS<! of cul
tivators which are constructed in duplicate form with shovels upon sepa
rate beams arranged to cultivate upon both sides of a row at once, which 
beams are connected by a loosely jointed elevated coupling high enough 
to pennit one set of shovels to be advanced or retracted independently 
of the others. The improvement consists in arranging upon each beam a 
nicked shovel combined with centrally arranged cutting blade, which 
arrangement more perfectly cuts the grass and clears the shovel 

IMPROVED ROCKING DEVICE FOR HARVESTERS. 

Edward Cheney, Geneva Lake, Wis.-This invention relates to means 
for tilting the cutting apparatus of reaping and mowing machines; and 
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IMPROVED RAILWAY AXLE BOX LID. 

Francis C. L. G. Susemihl and Herbert H. Hewitt, Detroit, Mich.
This invention relates to the covers of journal oil boxes for railway cars; 
and it consists in a cover or lid having projections formed on its edges that 
are received by grooves formed in flangeFJ that project from the sides of 
oil box. The cover cannot be lost, as' . can only be removed from the box 
by removing the box from the truck; and It cannot easily be broken or 

disarranged. 
IMPROVED COMPOUND STEAM BOILER. 

Robert R. Hine, Rohala, Hawaii, Hawaiian Islands.-This invention is a 
compound boiler, designed to use cane trash or other light fuel. It consists 
in the combination of a single lIue boiler and a many flue boiler, placed 
end to end, with a space between them, and connected together by a steam 
drum and circulating pipe, with each other and with the furnace and, 
chimDey. 
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